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Possibly the most interesting parts of the study are Chapters XI and XII, "The Official Opinions of the Attorney General," and "The Authority of the Opinions of the Attorney General." The reader is led into the law of the Attorney General's practices, which is illustrated with numerous, well selected cases. The fact that the opinions of the Attorney General are usually complied with by government officials is shown, in Chapter XIII, to have an interesting counterpart in the independence of the Comptroller General and his power to define his own legal position, to render legal advice on many fiscal matters, and to ignore the advice of the Attorney General.

Since the book is intended to be a specialized piece of work largely for the perusal of the specialized reader, it is in many places unrelieved by apt illustration. Its copious citations, nevertheless, at every stage, together with over eighty pages of appended material, make it invaluable to the student of administrative law.

RICHARD C. SPENCER.

Western Reserve University.

CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS UNDER LINCOLN*

Professor Randall has performed a service for students of government and constitutional law in writing this book on the constitutional problems of the Civil War. In 530 pages of text, he considers the controversies concerning constitutional interpretation which arose during the Civil War. Some of these controversies came before the courts; many of them were never brought before a judicial tribunal for settlement. The book does not deal with the Reconstruction period except in an incidental way. Its focus is primarily on the Civil War.

While an introduction of some kind is always necessary to any work of this size, pages 1 to 25 seem unduly general in the scope of their treatment. The various subjects considered in this volume are such as the constitution and the war powers; the legal nature of the Civil War; the law of treason; the treatment of confederate leaders; the power to suspend the habeas corpus privilege; military rule and arbitrary arrests; martial law and military commissions; the indemnity act of 1863; the regime of conquest in occupied districts of the south; legal and constitutional bearings of conscription; confiscation; emancipation; state and federal relations during the Civil War, including the partition of Virginia; and one chapter is included on the relation of the government to the press. In his chapter of sum-

mary and conclusion Professor Randall weighs carefully the evidence pro and con on the justification of the Lincoln administration for the various steps taken by it, which stretched, as it were, the normal bounds of constitutional government.

The author has examined a good deal of hitherto unused documentary material, especially in connection with the legal phases of the war and the conduct of the government in the north. Due to the fact that so much attention has been paid in this volume to social and economic backgrounds, lawyers may find it somewhat different from the usual treatise in constitutional history or constitutional law. Because of this background material, however, the book is the more useful. One may not always agree with the conclusions of Professor Randall, but one cannot read his treatment of any of the controverted subjects with which he deals without feeling that he has carefully considered and sifted the evidence.

The book is pleasant to read and is not so cluttered with footnotes or technical material that it makes hard reading, as is often the case with books of this kind. The book can be read easily by one not trained in the law.
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